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Understanding

Children
If players enjoy participating and 

experiencing success, the outcome will be 

positive. Coaches have a very important 

role in motivating players to play and keep 

playing. 

 



Appropriate sized equipment

Children are small, so equipment needs to be in 

proportion to their bodies and abilities. This is 

important for proper skill development and safety.

Hockey Sticks

It is important that children can easily handle their 

hockey stick – not too long or too heavy!

Hockey Balls

Balls need to be easily moved by players, especially 

those players starting hockey for the first time. So 

therefore any balls can be used initially – tennis balls, 

foam balls, mini hockey balls. 

Uniforms

Team uniforms can be a set of bibs or coloured

sashes. Alternatively players can bring a light and 

dark coloured shirt.

Hockey Goals

Goals can be custom-made or anything nearby such as 

cones or equipment bags - even spare pieces of 

clothing!
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Development 

Characteristics

 



Differentiation

Each coach will face similar challenges:
players from the same age group will have different 

levels.

A coach can make an exercise or game 

accessible and challenging for each player by 

varying:

the PACE
– from stationary, to slow, to full speed!

Vary the speed of the ball, the running speed or the 

speed of the whole exercise.

the DIRECTION 

- from one way traffic to moving in all directions,

carrying the ball in one direction is easier than in a 

changing direction, playing the ball to the left is 

easier than to the right.

the DISTANCE 
– from short to longer distance, playing the ball over 

a shorter distance is easier than over a longer 

distance

the PRESSURE 
– from no pressure to full pressure make it more 

difficult by adding time limit (keeping the time), 

space (make the playing area smaller or bigger) or 

by adding one or more defenders. 



Modification

The difference in level within your group is not the only reason 

to modify the activity. Size & quality of the pitch, equipment 

availability, availability of time, climate and culture are all 

variables which motivate modification.

If you observe games in action you need to think 

about the following:

Is the game safe? Are all players involved? Are the players 

having fun? Are the objectives of the games being achieved? 

Is the game appropriate for the age of the players? Does the 

game flow? Are all players being challenged (physically, skills, 

tactically)? Is the game too complex for the players?                 

Is there enough freedom on the pitch to allow players to make 

decisions?

If the answer is “no” to any of the above questions 

then the coach needs to MODIFY or change the 

activity!

 









SA Hockey 
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Coaching Framework 

and Pathway

 

In South Africa getting a level 0 accreditation is now a 

prerequisite in order to coach hockey.

For more information visit our SAHA Academy website.

https://academy.sahockey.co.za/

For private courses contact:

academy@sahockey.co.za

https://academy.sahockey.co.za/
mailto:academy@sahockey.co.za


Ready to play 

HOCKEY?
‘There is little to be gained, and much to be lost, by 

attempting to force young players into the full game before 

they are physiologically, biomechanically, and cognitively 

ready for the activity. 

One of the fundamental goals of teaching is to ensure that 

every player has a high level of success. Therefore we need 

to assess the development readiness of the players in each 

age group.’

DAVID HEMERY - ‘The pursuit of sporting excellence’

Kids are kids – not little adults. They can’t cope with 

running up and down full sized hockey fields, carrying heavy 

sticks or playing complicated rules.

 



Ready to play 

HOCKEY?
Fig. 1 displays the giant leap required by a participant new to the 

game. It is very difficult to jump into 11 a-side hockey with no prior 

knowledge of the sport. 

Children need to have plenty of ‘touches of the ball’ to be actively 

participating in the game, so there needs to be a progression as shown 

in Fig. 2.

 



Age and game 

format

Flexibility

Remember: This is a guideline, a format, not a hockey 

bible! The formats in this and in the following paragraphs 

reflect good practices of leading hockey nations, but this 

doesn’t mean that you should just blindly copy it. Keep in 

mind the level of your players, the kind (quality) and size 

of pitch that is available, the climate, the culture and 

then decide what is best for your team. You also might 

have to make changes during the activity, if things don’t 

go smoothly. See also the paragraphs “Differentiation” 

and “Modification” in this booklet.
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FOOD FOR 

THOUGHT

 

“By removing the obstacles to participate in 

physical activities and a change in mind-set, we can 

use any smooth surface in a safe and caring 

environment to promote physical activities within 

our schools and communities. This pragmatic 

approach will ensure that we expose and give 

opportunities to ALL our learners to the benefits of 

physical activities and promote a love for 

recreation, health and sport.” Gary Dolley

Compiled by: C. Strydom


